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merous, being found, in Palestine proper, almost to the ex-
clusion of all other orders.1 Sheikhs may belong to four of
these orders at once, a privilege not usually accorded to the
lay-followers. Members of any one order are admitted to
the meetings of any other. They may have a za'wiyeh, or
dervish house, in common. The Qadirl'yeh, founded by
Sheikh *Abd-el-Qa/dir ej-Jila'ni or Keila'ni, a sherif or de-
scendant of the prophet (died at Baghdad, 1165 A. D.), is
the parent order (Tarl'qa-el-ustil'). His natural descend-
ants (who may or may not become members of the order
by initiation) have special privileges to-day, such as exemp-
tion from military service. Members of the wealthy Keilani
family of Damascus and Haraath show high breeding and
polished manners. As with other sherffian orders, whose
founders were of the family of Mohammed, a certain pres-
tige attaches to the initiated members also.
The Refa'i'yeh and the Sa'adfyeh are derivatives of the
Qadiri'yeh (Turuq' el furu"a), the former founded by Ah'-
ined er-Refa/'i (died at Bosrah, 1132 A. D.), nephew of
*Abd-eI-Qadir, and the latter, also called Jebawl'yeh, by
Sa'ad-ed-Dfn ed-Je'bawi (died at Je'ba, 1335 A. D.). Lane
regards the Sa'adfyeh as a sub-sect of the Refa'tyeh; Bal-
densperger does not use the distinctive name but appears to
refer to members of the Sa'adfyeh when speaking in general
of the Refa'iyeh. Descendants of Sheikh Ahmed er-Refa'i,
bearing also the name of Refa'iyeh, which thus signifies a
natural as well as a spiritual descent, are scattered all over
the land. The family is said to include some tribes of the
Arabs. Some fifty years ago, Abu-el-Hu'da, chief of the
order at Constantinople, obtained an imperial permit free-
ing them from military service. Such exemption is also
accorded to the family of the Sa'adtyeh, who form the
population of the village of Jeba where their ancestor and
founder of the order was buried. The Bedawiyeh, founded
by Ah'med el-Be'dawi, who is said to have been a celibate2
1 Baldensperger (see his article, op. tit.} recognizes no other orders in
Palestine proper. As to the close connection between these orders the
reader is referred to the remarks on the four poles, p. 232.
a Notwithstanding this fact, Baldensperger asserts that he is supposed
to be indulgent toward adulterers. (See his article, op. cit., p. 32.)

